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Motor controls are required in all areas of industry but are particularly important in manufacturing and service operations. The purpose of this course is to introduce the fundamentals of motor controls and troubleshoot various types of motor circuits. A circuit will be simulated consisting of a reversing electrical drive motor. The motor is controlled by a three phase zero sequence reversing motor control circuit. This electrical control circuit consists of a
step down transformer, starter relay and push button. Various faults in the motor control circuit will be simulated by removing parts or inserting different parts. This electrical training program consists of these sections: ￭ Introduction: What is a Motor Control System and what will be covered in this Electrical Troubleshooting course ￭ Troubleshooting Basics ￭ Introduction to Motor Control Circuits ￭ Basics of Motors ￭ Motors and Motors Controls ￭
Basic Motors ￭ Motors Control Circuits ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 1 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 2 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 3 ￭ Motor Control Circuits - Level 4 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 5 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 6 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 7 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 8 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 9 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 10 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 11 ￭ Motors
Control Circuits - Level 12 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 13 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 14 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 15 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 16 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 17 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 18 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 19 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 20 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 21 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 22 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 23 ￭ Motors

Control Circuits - Level 24 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 25 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 26 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 27 ￭ Motors Control Circuits - Level 28 ￭ Conclusion ￭ Appendices: Instructional Guides
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"Troubleshooting Motor Controls" is a multifaceted troubleshooting program that covers the topic of troubleshooting motor control circuits. These circuits are used to operate garage door openers, yard and garden tractors and other electronic equipment such as solar power systems. In this computer-based training program, you will be troubleshooting the rear end of the reversing motor of a garage door opener. The standard reversing motor for garage
door openers is usually of 12 or 24 volt, variable speed, three-phase construction. The control panel for this particular reversing motor contains toggle switches, mechanical limit switches, and a push button that selects the speed. In addition, this reversing motor can be controlled by a power relay. This training program consists of the following modules: 1. High Voltage Wiring 2. Standard Wiring 3. Panel Wiring 4. Toggle Switch 5. Step Down
Transformer 6. Contactor 7. AC Transformer 8. Overcurrent Protection 9. Mechanical Limit Switches 10. Override Circuit 11. Manual Override 12. Safety Circuit 13. Electrical Testing 14. Troubleshooting 15. Networking 16. Generator Control 17. Motor Circuit 18. AEP 19. Light Circuit 20. Reversing Motor Control Circuits This troubleshooting program is designed to expand the knowledge and expertise that you have gained in the Basic

Techniques program. Basic Techniques focuses on troubleshooting the simplest electric circuits involving one phase and simple three-wires with No relays. Basic Techniques is designed to be a self-paced, self-taught troubleshooting course. In this program, you will be troubleshooting the reversing motor of a garage door opener. The control panel for this reversing motor contains a toggle switch, mechanical limit switches, and a push button. The testing
tools include: a volt-ohmmeter, multimeter, and oscilloscope. This troubleshooting program includes the following modules: 1. High Voltage Wiring 2. Standard Wiring 3. Panel Wiring 4. Toggle Switch 5. Step Down Transformer 6. Contactor 7. AC Transformer 8. Overcurrent Protection 9. Mechanical Limit Switches 10. Override Circuit 11. Manual Override 12. Safety Circuit 13. Electrical Testing 14. Troubleshooting 15. Networking 16. Generator

Control 17. Motor Circuit 18. AEP 09e8f5149f
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A real working electrical circuit is presented with a three phase reversing motor that will move a garage door between an open and closed position. The motor is controlled by a multi-faceted push button panel. There are 28 faults and 3 difficulty levels. The faults range from "obvious" to those that require trial and error. The faults have a "troubleshooting score" which increases as the problems become more difficult. Once the fault has been identified
and resolved it is rated according to the difficulty level using key performance indicators. Once a fault is solved it's history is recorded in the program. If the circuit returns to the same fault the troubleshooting score is increased and reported to the instructor. It's possible to have multiple faults occurring in different sections of the circuit at the same time. The circuit will enable you to quickly solve any of these faults as long as you are not concerned
about the others. By removing pins or the wiring connections, we can remove steps and increase efficiency in locating the fault. Troubleshooting Motor Controls by Learning4Sure Features: ￭ Application Programming: - The faults are included in a single file - Each "Fault Types and Simulated Causes" will be included in each section of the program ￭ Tester in the Program: - Each problem can be tested "in Play" ￭ Troubleshooting Boards: - The faults
have a "troubleshooting score" - The simulation rate and feedback is available from the teacher ￭ Notification of Commencement: - A visual progress bar is available during the exercise - When ready the program will notify you of the program completion ￭ Troubleshooting Log: - The history of the fault has been added - Once the fault is resolved it is reported to the instructor along with detailed information ￭ Report Function: - The Instructor has the
ability to rate the program - The instructor can download the program to a CD for instructor use ￭ Program Updates: - New faults and or enhancements can be added ￭ Support: - A learning4sure page contains a comprehensive list of troubleshooting resources - Should you have a question please do not hesitate to contact us Troubleshooting Motor Controls Main Features: ￭ Realistic Circuit Simulation - The fault conditions are included in one single
file - The Circuit's behavior is identical to the actual functioning - Every

What's New In?

This award-winning educational software program is designed to build the skills needed to resolve nearly any electric motor fault, including intermittent, stalled, blown, open or short-circuit, as well as overcurrent and open circuit faults. When you buy Troubleshooting Motor Controls you will be able to identify and solve over 2,000 faults! In Troubleshooting Motor Controls you will learn: - How to identify and locate a fault in a motor circuit - How to
troubleshoot fault using your physical senses - How to use modern diagnostic tools and techniques - How to effectively use the troubleshooting features of this program - How to interpret and solve motor control circuit problems This educational program will help you to: ￭ Analyze and solve motor circuit problems ￭ Learn how to apply your physical and electronic senses to diagnose a motor circuit fault ￭ Be proficient in troubleshooting a motor using
the enclosed tools ￭ Understand the troubleshooting options you have available using this program ￭ Learn where and when to use the modern tools and techniques available for troubleshooting ￭ Follow the author's logic ￭ Learn when and how to use each tool as this is the most effective way to troubleshoot a motor ￭ Know when to troubleshoot without tools ￭ Understand motor control circuit problems ￭ Be able to effectively troubleshoot motor
circuits in less than one hour The electric motor is the most widely used electrical device in the world today. Electric motors can be found in appliances, vehicles, and industrial machinery which work without the aid of an internal combustion engine. In this section we will take you step by step through troubleshooting methods to diagnose and repair the problems you will encounter. Here are some key features of "Troubleshooting Motor Controls": ￭
Learn how to identify and locate a fault in a motor circuit ￭ How to troubleshoot fault using your physical senses ￭ How to use modern diagnostic tools and techniques ￭ How to effectively use the troubleshooting features of this program ￭ How to understand, interpret, and solve motor control circuit problems ￭ Learn when and how to use each tool as this is the most effective way to troubleshoot a motor ￭ Understand when and how to troubleshoot
without tools ￭ Learn where and when to use the modern tools and techniques available for troubleshooting �
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The game must be played on the official version of the game, not any unofficial version. The official version of the game is the one available here: Use a direct link to download the game and launch it (if applicable). For PC: https
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